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Abstract—Tesla’s full self-driving (FSD) computer is the world’s first purpose-built computer

for thehighlydemandingworkloadsof autonomousdriving. It is basedonanewSystemona

Chip (SoC) that integrates industrystandardcomponentssuchasCPUs, ISP,andGPU, together

withourcustomneuralnetworkaccelerators.TheFSDcomputer iscapableofprocessingup to

2300 framesper second,a21� improvementoverTesla’sprevioushardwareandata lower

cost, andwhen fully utilized, enablesanew level of safetyandautonomyon the road.

PLATFORM AND CHIP GOALS
& THE PRIMARY GOAL of Tesla’s full self-driving

(FSD) computer is to provide a hardware platform

for the current and future data processing

demands associated with full self-driving. In addi-

tion, Tesla’s FSD computer was designed to be ret-

rofitted into any Tesla vehicle made since October

2016. This introduced major constraints on form

factor and thermal envelope, in order to fit into

older vehicleswith limited cooling capabilities.

The heart of the FSD computer is the world’s

first purpose-built chip for autonomy. We pro-

vide hardware accelerators with 72 TOPs for neu-

ral network inference, with utilization exceeding

80% for the inception workloads with a batch size

of 1. We also include a set of CPUs for control

needs, ISP, GPU, and video encoders for various

preprocessing and postprocessing needs. All of

these are integrated tightly to meet very aggres-

sive TDP of sub-40-W per chip.

The system includes two instances of the FSD

chip that boot independently and run indepen-

dent operating systems. These two instances

also allow independent power supply and sen-

sors that ensure an exceptional level of safety
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for the system. The computer as shown in

Figure 1 meets the form, fit, and interface level

compatibility with the older hardware.

FSD CHIP
The FSD chip is a 260-mm2 die that has about

250 million gates or 6 billion transistors, manu-

factured in 14-nm FinFet technology by Samsung.

As shown in Figure 2, the chip is packaged in a

37.5 mm � 37.5 mm Flip Chip BGA Package. The

chip is qualified to AEC-Q100 Grade2 reliability

standards.

Figure 2(a) shows themajor blocks in the chip.

We designed the two instances of neural-network

accelerator (NNA) from scratch and we chose

industry standard IPs such as A72 CPUs, G71

GPU, and ISPs for the rest of the system. Rest of

the unmarked area of the

chip consists of periph-

erals, NOC fabrics, and

memory interfaces. Each

NNA has 32-MB SRAM and

96 � 96 MAC array. At 2

GHz, each NNA provides

36 TOPs, adding up to 72

TOPs total for the FSD

chip.

The FSD SoC, as shown

in Figure 2(b), provides

general-purpose CPU

cores that run most of the

autopilot algorithms.

Every few milliseconds,

new input frames are received through a dedi-

cated image signal processor where they get pre-

processed before being stored in the DRAM.

Once new frames are available in the main mem-

ory, the CPUs instruct the NNA accelerators to

start processing them. The accelerators control

the data and parameters streaming into their

local SRAM, as well as the results streaming back

to the DRAM. Once the corresponding result

frames have been sent out to theDRAM, the accel-

erators trigger an interrupt back to the CPU com-

plex. The GPU is available for any postprocessing

tasks that might require algorithms not sup-

ported by the NNA accelerators.

Chip Design Methodology

Our design approach was tailored to meet

aggressive development timelines. To that end, we

Figure 1. FSD Computer with two Tesla FSD chips in dual configurations including sensors

like Cameras.

Figure 2. (a) FSD chip die photo with major blocks. (b) SoC block diagram.
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decided to build a custom accelerator since this

provides the highest leverage to improve perfor-

mance and power consumption over the previous

generation. We used hard or soft IPs available in

the technology node for the rest of the SoC blocks

to reduce the development of schedule risk.

We used a mix of industry-standard tools and

open source tools such as verilator for extensive

simulation of our design. Verilator simulations

were particularly well suited for very long tests

(such as running entire neural networks), where

they yielded up to 50� speedup over commer-

cial simulators. On the other hand, design com-

pilation under verilator is very slow, so we relied

on commercial simulators for quick turnaround

and debug during the RTL development phase.

In addition to simulations, we extensively used

hardware emulators to ensure a high degree of

functional verification of the SoC.

For the accelerator’s timing closure, we set a

very aggressive target, about 25% higher than

the final shipping frequency of 2 GHz. This allows

the design to run well below Vmax, delivering

the highest performance within our power bud-

get, as measured after silicon characterization.

NEURAL NETWORK ACCELERATOR

Design Motivation

The custom NNA is used is to detect a prede-

fined set of objects, including, but not limited to

lane lines, pedestrians, different kinds of vehicles,

at a very high frame rate and with modest power

budget, as outlined in the platform goals.

Figure 3 shows a typical inception convolu-

tional neural network.1,2 The network has many

layers and the connections indicating flowof com-

pute data or activations. Each pass through this

network involves an image coming in, and various

features or activations, being constructed after

every layer sequentially. An object is detected

after the final layer.

As shown in Figure 3, more than 98% of all

operations belong to convolutions. The algo-

rithm for convolution consists of a seven deep

nested loop, also shown in Figure 3. The compu-

tation within the innermost loop is a multiply-

accumulate (MAC) operation. Thus, the primary

goal of our design is to perform a very large num-

ber of MAC operations as fast as possible, with-

out blowing up the power budget.

Speeding up convolutions by orders of mag-

nitude will result in less frequent operations,

such as quantization or pooling, to be the bottle-

neck for the overall performance if their perfor-

mance is substantially lower. These operations

are also optimized with dedicated hardware to

improve the overall performance.

Convolution Refactorization and Dataflow

The convolution loop, with some refactoring,

is shown in Figure 4(a). A closer examination

reveals that this is an embarrassingly parallel

problemwith lots of opportunities to process the

MAC operations in parallel. In the convolution

loop, the execution of the MAC operations within

the three innermost loops, which determine the

length of each dot product, is largely sequential.

However, the computation within the three outer

loops, namely for each image, for each output

channel, for all the pixels within each output

channel, is parallelizable. But it is still a hard

problem due to the large memory bandwidth

requirement and a significant increase in power

consumption to support such a large parallel

computation. So, for the rest of the paper, we will

focusmostly on these two aspects.

First thing to note is that working on multiple

images in parallel is not feasible for us. We can-

not wait for all the images to arrive to start the

Figure 3. Inception network, convolution loop, and execution profile.
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compute for safety reasons since it increases the

latency of the object detection. We need to start

processing images as soon as they arrive.

Instead, we will parallelize the computation

across multiple-output channels and multiple-

output pixels within each output channel.

Figure 4(a) shows the refactored convolution

loop, optimizing the data reuse to reduce power

and improve the realized computational band-

width. We merge the two dimensions of each

output channel and flatten them into one dimen-

sion in the row-major form, as shown in step (2)

of Figure 4(a). This provides many output pixels

to work on, in parallel, without losing local conti-

guity of the input data required.

We also swap the loop for iterating over the

output channels with the loop for iterating over

the pixels within each output channel, as shown

in steps (2) and (3) of Figure 4(a). For a fixed

group of output pixels, we first iterate on a subset

of output channels before we move onto the next

group of output pixels for the next pass. One

such pass, combining a group of output pixels

within a subset of output channels, can be per-

formed as a parallel computation. We continue

this process until we exhaust all pixels within the

first subset of output channels. Once all pixels

are exhausted, we move to the next subset of

output channels and repeat the process. This

enables us to maximize data sharing, as the

computation for the same set of pixels within all

output channels use the same input data.

Figure 4(b)–(d) also illustrates the dataflow

with the above refactoring for a convolution

layer. The same output pixels of the successive

output channels are computed by sharing the

input activation, and successive output pixels

within the same output channel are computed

by sharing the input weights. This sharing of

data and weights for the dot product computa-

tion is instrumental in utilizing a large compute

bandwidth while reducing the power by mini-

mizing the number of loads to move data

around.

Compute Scheme

The algorithm described in the last section

with the refactored convolution lends itself to a

compute scheme with the dataflow as shown in

Figure 5. A scaled-down version of the physical

96 � 96 MAC array is shown in the middle for the

brevity of space, where each cell consists of a

unit implementing a MAC operation with a single

cycle feedback loop. The rectangular grids on

the top and left are virtual and indicate data

flow. The top grid, called the data grid here,

shows a scaled-down version of 96 data elements

in each row, while the left grid, called the weight

grid here, shows a scaled-down version of 96

weights in each column. The height and width of

Figure 4. Convolution refactoring and dataflow.
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the data and weight grids equal the length of the

dot-product.

The computation proceeds as follows: the

first row of the data grid and the first column of

the weight grid are broadcast across all the 96

rows and 96 columns of the MAC array, respec-

tively, over a few cycles in a pipelined manner.

Each cell computes an MAC operation with the

broadcast data and weight locally. In the next

cycle, the second row of the data grid and the

second column of the weight grid are broadcast

in a pipelined manner, and the MAC computation

in each cell is executed similarly. This computa-

tion process continues until all the rows and col-

umns of the data and weight grids have been

broadcast and all the MAC operations have fin-

ished. Thus, each MAC unit computes the dot-

product locally with no data movement within

the MAC array, unlike the systolic array compu-

tations implemented in many other process-

ors.3,4 This results in lower power and less cell

area than systolic array implementations.

When all the MAC operations are completed,

the accumulator values are ready to be pushed

down to the SIMD unit for post-processing. This

creates the first 96 � 96 output slice as shown in

Figure 5. The postprocessing, which most com-

monly involves a quantization operation, is per-

formed in the 96-wide SIMD unit. The 96-wide

SIMD unit is bandwidth matched with the 96 ele-

ment accumulator output associated with each

output channel. Accumulator rows in the MAC

array are shifted down to the SIMD unit at the

rate of one row per cycle. Physically, the accumu-

lator rows shift only once every eight cycles, in

groups of eight. This reduces the power con-

sumed to shift the accumulator data significantly.

Another important feature in the MAC engine

is the overlap of the MAC and SIMD operations.

While accumulator values are being pushed

down to the SIMD unit for postprocessing, the

next pass of the convolution gets started immedi-

ately in theMAC array. This overlapped computa-

tion increases the overall utilization of the

computational bandwidth, obviating dead cycles.

Design Principles and Instruction Set

Architecture

The previous section describes the dataflow

of our computation. For the control flow, we

focused on simplicity and power efficiency. An

average application executed on modern out-of-

order CPUs and GPGPUs 5–7 burns most of the

energy outside of the computational unit to

move the instructions and data and in the expen-

sive structures such as caches, register files, and

branch predictors.8 Furthermore, such control

structures also introduce significant design com-

plexity. Our goal was to design a computer

where almost all the profligate control struc-

tures are eliminated, and the execution of the

workloads spend all the energy on what matters

most for performance, the MAC engine. To that

end, we implemented a very flexible yet profi-

cient state machine where all the expensive con-

trol flows are built into the state machine, such

as loop constructs and fusion.

Another very important performance and

power optimization feature is the elimination of

DRAM reads and writes during the convolution

flow. For inference, the output data of each layer

is consumed by dependent layers and can be

overwritten. After loading the initial set of activa-

tion data, this machine operates entirely from an

SRAM embedded in the compute engine itself.

This design philosophy is outlined in the

final section. We trade off fine-grain programma-

bility that requires expensive control structures

for a flexible state machine with coarse grain

programmability. The state machine driven

control mechanism lends itself to a very com-

pact yet powerful and flexible ISA. There are

only seven main instructions, with a variety

of additional control fields that set up the

state machine to perform different tasks: data

Figure 5. Compute scheme.
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movement in and out of the SRAM (DMA-read

and DMA-write), dot product (CONVOLUTION,

DECONVOLUTION, INNER-PRODUCT), and pure

SIMD (SCALE, ELTWISE).

Data movement instructions are 32-byte longs

and encode the source and destination address,

length, and dependency flags. Compute instruc-

tions are 256-byte long and encode the input

addresses for up to three tensors (input activa-

tions and weights or two activations tensors, out-

put results), tensor shapes and dependency flags.

They also encode various parameters describing

the nature of computation (padding, strides, dila-

tion, data type, etc.), processing order (row-first

or column-first), optimization hints (input and

output tensor padding, precomputed state

machine fields), fused operations (scale, bias,

pooling). All compute instructions can be fol-

lowed by a variable number of SIMD instructions

that describe a SIMD program to be run on all

dot-product outputs. As a result, the dot product

layers (CONVOLUTION, DECONVOLUTION) can

be fused with simple operations (quantization,

scale, ReLU) or more complex math functions

such as Sigmoid, Tanh, etc.

NETWORK PROGRAMS
The accelerator can execute DMA and Com-

pute instructions concurrently. Within each kind,

the instructions are executed in order but can be

reordered between them for concurrency. The

producer/consumer ordering is maintained using

explicit dependency flags.

A typical program is shown in Figure 6. The

program starts with several DMA-read opera-

tions, bringing data and weights into the acceler-

ator’s SRAM. The parser inserts them in a queue

and stops at the first compute instruction. Once

the data and weights for the pending compute

instruction become available in the SRAM, their

corresponding dependency flags get set and the

compute instruction can start executing in paral-

lel with other queued DMA operations.

Dependency flags are used to track both data

availability and buffer use. The DMA-in operation

at step 6 overwrites one of the buffers sourced

by the preceding convolution (step 5) as shown

in Figure 6. Thus, it must not start executing

before its destination flag (F0) gets cleared at

the end of the convolution. However, using a dif-

ferent destination buffer and flag would allow

the DMA-in operation to execute in parallel with

the preceding convolution.

Our compiler takes high-level network rep-

resentations in Caffe format and converts them

to a sequence of instructions similar to the one

in Figure 6. It analyzes the compute graph and

orders it according to the dataflow, fusing or

partitioning layers to match the hardware

capabilities. It allocates SRAM space for inter-

mediate results and weights tensors and man-

ages execution order through dependency

flags.

Figure 6. Typical network program.
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NNA MICROARCHITECTURE
The NNA, as shown in Figure 7, is organized

around two main datapaths (dot-product engine

and SIMD unit) and the state machines that inter-

pret the program, generate streams of memory

requests, and control the data movement into

and out of the datapaths.

Dot Product Engine

As described in the “Compute Scheme” sec-

tion, the dot-product engine is a 96 � 96 array

of MAC cells. Each cell takes two 8-bit integer

inputs (signed or unsigned) and multiplies

them together, adding the result to a 30-bit

wide local accumulator register. There are

many processors that deploy floating-point

operations with single precision or half-preci-

sion floating-point (FP) data and weight for

inference. Our integer MAC compute has

enough range and precision to execute all

Tesla workloads with the desired accuracy and

consumes an order of magnitude lower power

than the ones with FP arithmetic.9

During every cycle, the array receives two

vectors with 96 elements each and it multiplies

every element of the first vector with every ele-

ment of the second vector. The results are accu-

mulated in place until the end of the dot product

sequence when they get unloaded to the SIMD

engine for further processing.

Each accumulator cell is built around two 30-

bit registers: an accumulator and a shift register.

Once a compute sequence is completed, the dot

product result is copied into the shift register

and the accumulator is cleared. This allows the

results to shift out through the SIMD engine

while the next compute phase starts in the dot

product engine.

SIMD Unit

The SIMD unit is a 96-wide datapath that can

execute a full set of arithmetic instructions. It

reads 96 values at a time from the dot product

engine (one accumulator row) and executes a

postprocessing operation as a sequence of

instructions (SIMD program). A SIMD program

cannot access the SRAM directly and it does not

support flow control instructions (branches).

The same program is executed for every group

of 96 values unloaded from the MAC array.

The SIMD unit is programmable with a rich

instruction set with various data types, 8-bit,

16-bit, and 32-bit integers and single-precision

floating point (FP32). The instruction set also

provides for conditional execution for control

flow. The input data is always 30-bit wide (cast

as int32) and the final output is always 8-bit

wide (signed or unsigned int8), but the interme-

diate data formats can be different than the

input or output.

Figure 7. NNA Microarchitecture.
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Since most common SIMD programs can be

represented by a single instruction, called Fuse-

dReLu (fused quantization, scale, ReLU), the

instruction format allows fusing any arithmetic

operation with shift and output operations. The

FusedReLu instruction is fully pipelined, allow-

ing the full 96 � 96 dot-product engine to be

unloaded in 96 cycles. More complex postpro-

cessing sequences require additional instruc-

tions, increasing the unloading time of the Dot

Product Engine. Some complex sequences are

built out of FP32 instructions and conditional

execution. The 30-bit accumulator value is con-

verted to an FP32 operand in the beginning of

such SIMD programs, and the FP32 result is con-

verted back to the 8-bit integer output at the end

of the SIMD program.

Pooling Support

After postprocessing in the SIMD unit, the

output data can also be conditionally routed

through a pooling unit. This allows the most fre-

quent small-kernel pooling operations (2 � 2 and

3 � 3) to execute in the shadow of the SIMD exe-

cution, in parallel with the earlier layer produc-

ing the data. The pooling hardware implements

aligners to align the output pixels that were rear-

ranged to optimize convolution, back to the orig-

inal format. The pooling unit has three 96-byte �
96-byte pooling arrays with byte-level control.

The less frequent larger kernel pooling opera-

tions execute as convolution layers in the dot-

product engine.

Memory Organization

The NNA uses a 32-MB local SRAM to store

weights and activations. To achieve high band-

width and high density at the same time, the

SRAM is implemented using numerous relatively

slow, single ported banks. Multiple such banks

can be accessed every cycle, but to maintain the

high cell density, a bank cannot be accessed in

consecutive cycles.

Every cycle the SRAM can provide up to 384

bytes of data through two independent read

ports, 256-byte and 128-byte wide. An arbiter pri-

oritizes requests from multiple sources (weights,

activations, program instructions, DMA-out, etc.)

and orders them through the two ports. Requests

coming from the same source cannot be

reordered, but requests coming from different

sources can be prioritized to minimize the bank

conflicts.

During inference, weights tensors are always

static and can be laid out in the SRAM to ensure

an efficient read pattern. For activations, this is

not always possible, so the accelerator stores

recently read data in a 1-kB cache. This helps to

minimize SRAM bank conflicts by eliminating

back-to-back reads of the same data. To reduce

bank conflicts further, the accelerator can pad

input and/or output data using different patterns

hinted by the network program.

Control Logic

As shown in Figure 7, the control logic is split

between several distinct state machines: Com-

mand Sequencer, Network Sequencer, Address

and Data sequencers, and SIMD Unit.

Each NNA can queue up multiple network

programs and execute them in-order. The Com-

mand Sequencer maintains a queue of such pro-

grams and their corresponding status registers.

Once a network runs to completion, the acceler-

ator triggers an interrupt in the host system.

Software running on one of the CPUs can exam-

ine the completion status and re-enable the net-

work to process a new input frame.

The Network Sequencer interprets the pro-

gram instructions. As described earlier, instruc-

tions are long data packets which encode enough

information to initialize an execution state

machine. The Network Sequencer decodes this

information and steers it to the appropriate con-

sumer, enforces dependencies and synchronizes

the machine to avoid potential race-conditions

between producer and consumer layers.

Once a compute instruction has been

decoded and steered to its execution state

machine, the Address Sequencer then generates

a stream of SRAM addresses and commands for

the computation downstream. It partitions the

output space in sections of up to 96� 96 elements

and, for each such section, it sequences through

all the terms of the corresponding dot-product.

Weights packets are preordered in the SRAM

to match the execution, so the state machine sim-

ply streams them in groups of 96 consecutive

bytes. Activations, however, do not always come

from consecutive addresses and they often must
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be gathered from up to 96 distinct SRAM loca-

tions. In such cases, the Address Sequencer must

generate multiple load addresses for each packet.

To simplify the implementation and allow a high

clock frequency, the 96-elements packet is parti-

tioned into 12 slices of 8 elements each. Each slice

is serviced by a single load operation, so the maxi-

mum distance between its first and last element

must be smaller than 256 bytes. Consequently, a

packet of 96 activations can be formed by issuing

between 1 and 12 independent load operations.

Together with control information, load data

is forwarded to the Data Sequencer. Weights are

captured in a prefetch buffer and issues to execu-

tion as needed. Activations are stored in the Data

Cache, from where 96 elements are gathered and

sent to the MAC array. Commands to the data-

path are also funneled from the Data Sequencer,

controlling execution enable, accumulator shift,

SIMD program start, store addresses, etc.

The SIMD processor executes the same pro-

gram for each group of 96 accumulator results

unloaded from the MAC array. It is synchronized

by control information generated within the

Address Sequencer, and it can decode, issue,

and execute a stream of SIMD arithmetic instruc-

tions. While the SIMD unit has its own register

file and it controls the data movement in the

datapath, it does not control the destination

address where the result is stored. Store

addresses and any pooling controls are gener-

ated by the Address Sequencer when it selects

the 96 � 96 output slice to be worked on.

ARCHITECTURAL DECISIONS AND
RESULTS

When implementing very wide machines like

our MAC array and SIMD processor, the

primary concerns are always tied to its operat-

ing clock frequency. A high clock frequency

makes it easier to achieve the target perfor-

mance, but it typically requires some logic sim-

plifications which in turn hurt the utilization of

specific algorithms.

We decided to optimize this design for deep

convolutional neural networks with a large num-

ber of input and output channels. The 192 bytes

of data and weights that the SRAM provides to

the MAC array every cycle can be fully utilized

only for layers with a stride of 1 or 2 and layers

with higher strides tend to have poorer

utilization.

The accelerator’s utilization can vary signifi-

cantly depending on the size and shape of the

MAC array, as shown in Figure 8. Both the incep-

tion-v4 and the Tesla Vision network show signif-

icant sensitivity to the height of the MAC array.

While processing more output channels at the

same time can hurt overall utilization, adding

that capability is relatively cheap since they all

share the same input data. Increasing the width

of the array does not hurt utilization as much,

but it requires significantly more hardware

resources. At our chosen design point (96 � 96

MAC array), the average utilization for these net-

works is just above 80%.

Another tradeoff we had to evaluate is the

SRAM size. Neural networks are growing in size,

so adding as much SRAM as possible could be a

way to future-proof the design. However, a signifi-

cantly larger SRAM would grow the pipeline

depth and the overall area of the chip, increasing

both power consumption and the total cost of the

system. On the other hand, a convolutional layer

too large to fit in SRAM can always be broken into

multiple smaller components, potentially paying

some penalty for spilling and filling data to the

Figure 8. Achieved utilization versus MAC array dimension.
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DRAM. We chose 32 MB of SRAM per accelerator

based on the needs of our current networks and

on ourmedium-term scaling projections.

CONCLUSION
Tesla’s FSD Computer provides an excep-

tional 21� performance uplift over commer-

cially available solutions used in our previous

hardware while reducing cost, all at a modest

25% extra power. This level of performance

was achieved by the uncompromising adher-

ence to the design principle we started with.

At every step, we maximized the utilization of

the available compute bandwidth with a high

degree of data reuse and a minimalistic design

for the control flow. This FSD Computer will

be the foundation for advancing the FSD fea-

ture set.

The key learning

from this work has

been the tradeoff

between efficiency

and flexibility. A

custom solution

with fixed-function

hardware offers the

highest efficiency,

while a fully pro-

grammable solution

is more flexible but

significantly less

efficient. We finally

settled on a solu-

tion with a con-

figurable fixed-

function hardware that executes the most

common functions very efficiently but added a

programmable SIMD unit, which executes less

common functions at a lower efficiency. Our

knowledge of the Tesla workloads deployed

for inference allowed us to make such a trade-

off with a high level of confidence.
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